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We and others have described the use of genome-wide
screenings for cellular factors that contribute to HIV-1
replication [1,2]. One aspect of the HIV-1 life cycle
important to viral replication is the post-transcriptional
regulation of HIV-1 gene expression. In HIV-1 biology,
a key step in gene expression is the post-transcriptional
export of intron-containing viral RNAs which bypass
the normal mechanism(s) that retain cellular intron-con-
taining RNAs in the nucleus. Specific signals on the viral
RNAs, such as instability sequences (INS) and Rev
responsive element (RRE), are binding sites for viral and
cellular factors that serve to regulate RNA-export. The
HIV-1 encoded viral Rev protein binds to the RRE
found on unspliced and incompletely spliced viral
RNAs. Binding by Rev directs the export of these RNAs
from the nucleus to the cytoplasm. Previously, Rev co-
factors have been found to include cellular factors such
as CRM1, DDX3, PIMT and Matrin3 [3,4]. I will discuss
these and other cellular factors that influence HIV-1
replication.
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